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, Strumpet City follows several characters through the nightmare years of the Dublin Lockout, when the Catholic
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Nostalgia Central Strumpet City was a period piece set in in Dublin It had the predictable ingredients of poverty,
ignorance and frustration It had the usual quota of revolutionaries, sycophants and downtrodden working folk It
had the standard collection of clerics too the ageing drunk, the time server, and Strumpet City Cast List of All
Strumpet City Actors and Strumpet City cast list, including photos of the actors when available This list includes
all of the Strumpet City main actors and actresses, so if they are an integral part of the show you ll find them below.
Strumpet City Trakt.tv Covering the years between and , Strumpet City follows several characters through the
nightmare years of the Dublin Lockout, when the Catholic Church sided with the industrialists to smash Irish labor
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worker, a country girl new to the big city Author of Strumpet City dies, aged Independent.ie Author James Plunkett
who has died just a week after his rd birthday and, right, actors David Kelly and Brendan Cauldwell in an RTE
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